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Abstract 

The Chippewa Cree Tribe resides in northcentral Montana on the Rocky Boy Reservation, and 

the tribe is the only Cree-speaking community in the United States. Although there are two 

heritage languages present in the community, Ojibwe (Chippewa) and Cree, Cree is the language 

of interaction throughout the homes, community events, cultural gatherings, and the schools 

from pre-school to college level. Since the Cree language contains multiple dialects, Cree-

speaking communities have different ways of speaking and writing. Cree writing systems exist in 

the form of syllabaries, and therefore, literacy is a crucial component of second language 

acquisition. Thus, the Cree language does not have to rely on Standard Roman Orthography 

(SRO) for written communication; SRO refers to the English written counterparts that represent 

each syllabic character’s audible sound (Ogg, 2017). Despite the lack of existing data, the 

number of fluent Cree syllabic writers in Rocky Boy is at a critically lower level than Cree 

language speakers.  

This paper focuses on the phonetic documentation and investigation of Cree syllabaries from the 

Plains Cree dialect, the history and oral traditions of the Chippewa Cree Tribe’s syllabary, the 

creation of Cree language learning materials (curriculum), and the impact of the graphic design 

process. The Cree syllabary is held to a high degree of sacredness by the Chippewa Cree Tribe, 

and so my voice will be interjected throughout my research. My voice is necessary as I am a 

Chippewa Cree tribal member, and therefore a caretaker of the language and syllabary. The last 

section is a discussion around Indigenous graphic design and the influential role of graphic 

designers in Indigenous language documentation and revitalization efforts. Some personal 

insights into the graphic design field and online learning opportunities will also be shared. In 

conclusion, my Cree language research is meant to build forward to a better future where Rocky 

Boy has, again, first-language speakers and writers of Cree. 
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0. Introduction 

The main focus of this thesis is to examine and document the Rocky Boy Cree dialect 

with a particular focus on the syllabary. The first section will cover a brief history of the Rocky 

Boy Reservation and the Chippewa Cree Tribe as well as past and current Cree language 

revitalization projects. The second section will discuss the phonetic sound inventory of the 

Rocky Boy Cree dialect along and how it compares with other Plains Cree dialects. Additionally, 

the origins of the Cree syllabary will be covered using both European historical accounts and 

Chippewa Cree Tribe oral traditions. The third and fourth sections are language revitalization 

projects involving the creation of Cree language tracing sheets and a pre-K workbook for the 

Rocky Boy community. The fifth section discusses the vital role of graphic designers in the field 

of linguistics. Indigenous created content is imperative to linguistic documentation and language 

revitalization projects involving Indigenous communities. This section also covers a brief 

overview of the graphic design field and online educational options for learning graphic design. 

In conclusion, the research and projects in this paper are first attempts at showcasing and 

celebrating the uniqueness of the dialect. My Cree language work is also meant to serve as a 

foundation for Chippewa Cree tribal members to expand and build upon because my research 

and efforts are ultimately for the Rocky Boy community. 
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1. The Rocky Boy Reservation & Current Cree Language Revitalization Efforts 

“Be kind to one another. Help one another.” 

Chief Rocky Boy’s last words to his people (1916) 

Established on September 7, 1916, the Rocky Boy’s Indian Reservation of northcentral 

Montana is home to the Chippewa Cree Tribe. Rocky Boy is the smallest of seven reservations in 

the state (Stamper, Windy Boy, & Morsette, 2008), and the land rests between the Bear Paw 

Mountains and plains comprised of mostly rural farmlands. The reservation encompasses more 

than 122,000 acres of land (Montana Governor’s Office of Indian Affairs), but the tribe recently 

acquired new acreage located off of the reservation on the Sweet Grass Hills (Hann, 2019). 

There is no recently collected data on the total number of Chippewa Cree tribal members, but 

tribal enrollment numbers over 6,000 members (Our History). A majority of tribal members live 

off of the reservation, but Rocky Boy is a communal and cultural gathering place for all tribal 

members. It is significant to note that Rocky Boy is the only Cree-speaking community in the 

United States while all other Cree dialects and communities reside in Canada. 

 

Figure 1. Montana Tribal Territories and Reservations Map 
(Montana Office of Public Instruction) 
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The Chippewa Cree Tribe is the merging of two tribes, the Chippewa and the Cree. As 

such, there are two heritage languages in Rocky Boy, Cree and Ojibwe (Chippewa), but Ojibwe 

is not extensively spoken, written, or documented in the Rocky Boy community. The uniting of 

the two tribes took place in the early 1900s under the leadership of two chiefs. Chief Rocky Boy 

led his Chippewa band from the Great Lakes region to Montana, where they wandered for many 

years. Chief Little Bear traveled to the west from northeast Canada, and he led his Cree band to 

Montana where he met and befriended Chief Rocky Boy. Both chiefs united their people because 

both tribes were looking for a place to call home. The Chippewa Cree tribe started their legal 

demand for a land assignment at the beginning of 1900 (Rocky Boy School District), but their 

requests often faced opposition and rejection. After over a decade of requests, lobbying and 

soliciting key allies, the Chippewa Cree tribe was given a land assignment located on the 

abandoned Fort Assiniboine Military Reserve near the town of Havre (Stamper, Windy Boy, & 

Morsette, 2008). In 1916, President Woodrow Wilson approved the congressional act that then 

granted a home to the Chippewa Cree Tribe (Stamper, Windy Boy, & Morsette, 2008). However, 

it was in April of 1916 when Chief Rocky Boy passed away, so in honor of their departed chief, 

the Chippewa Cree Tribe named the reservation after him. 

Presently, the Cree language is no longer being transmitted to the younger generations, 

and most fluent speakers are over the age of 60. A majority of these fluent Cree speakers are first 

language (L1) speakers of Cree. The Chippewa Cree Tribe continues to revitalize the Cree 

language throughout its many departments and organizations, and the push for language 

materials and learning is at an all-time high. There are currently Cree language classes as well as 

Cree religion and philosophy classes offered at the tribe’s college, Stone Child College (SCC), 

and there is a pre-school Cree immersion program at the Rocky Boy Public Schools. There is 
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also a large amount of inhouse developed Cree language materials and curriculum, and SCC has 

developed a phone application (Thornton Media), an interactive Cree language computer 

software program, and a Nintendo DS video game (St. Pierre, 2003; Language Pal). At this time, 

it is the Rocky Boy Public Schools, Box Elder Public Schools, and SCC who are leading the 

efforts in Cree language revitalization. 

Between December 2017 and January 2018, RJS & Associates, Inc. partnered with SCC 

and conducted a language vitality survey in Rocky Boy. Participants had the opportunity to fill 

out the survey in-person or online, and total anonymity was retained (RJS & Associates, 2018). 

Two hundred fifty-eight community members participated in the survey from the ages 14 to 66; I 

have to note that I was 1 of the 258 survey participants. Here is a summary from a few of the 

study’s key highlights: 

Only 10.08% of the adult respondents indicated they were fluent speakers, while 1.16% 

of the child respondents indicated they were fluent. An overwhelming 92.03% of the 

survey participants wanted to learn the Cree language, and over half of the respondents 

indicated that the biggest obstacle to learning Cree was the limited availability of classes. 

Furthermore, most respondents indicated formal education for children, youth, and adults 

was the best way to increase the number of Cree speakers. (p. 1-7) 

Although it is essential to incorporate both the Cree language and way of life into Rocky Boy’s 

school systems, the Cree language also needs to be present in the homes. The Cree language 

projects discussed in later sections aim to address the incorporation of Cree in home 

environments by allowing second language (L2) learners of all ages to take the written Cree 

language with them wherever they may go. 
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2. Introduction to Cree Sound System and Syllabary: 

“The Cree alphabet is little known by people of the world.”  

Walter A. Denny (1979) 

The Cree language belongs to the Algonquin (also spelled as Algonkian) linguistic 

family, and Cree-speaking communities reach as far west as the Rocky Mountain range to the 

most eastern part of Canada in the province of Labrador (Darnell, 2006). The Cree language is 

expansive as it is complex in regards to cross-intelligibly among the many dialects that comprise 

this language group. This fact often leads to the inability to transfer prescriptive linguistic work 

from one Cree dialect to another. Examples of dialects found in the Cree language group include 

Plains Cree, Woods Cree, Swampy Cree, Moose Cree, Attimek, East Cree, Montagnais, and 

Naskapi (Moseley, 2008). Taking a particular focus on the Plains Cree dialect, also known as the 

Y-dialect (Okimāsis, 2004), there is one highly undocumented dialect belonging to the Chippewa 

Cree Tribe of Rocky Boy, Montana, the Rocky Boy Cree dialect. This name is certainly not a 

formal or cited name of the dialect, and other than being briefly mentioned as a Cree-speaking 

community, the Rocky Boy community does not have any readily available linguistic or 

grammatical documentation on their dialect. This section is a first attempt at analyzing and 

describing the phonetic sound system of the Rocky Boy Cree dialect and allophones present in 

the dialect. Furthermore, since the Rocky Boy Cree dialect is considered a Plains Cree dialect, it 

will also be documented how other dialects found in this group differ and how they share similar 

phonetic foundations. 
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2.1 Rocky Boy Cree Dialect Sound System & Syllabary: 

The sound system descriptions for Plains Cree dialects varies for each Cree-speaking 

community, but there are fundamental similarities. The Chippewa Cree Tribe has a unique 

syllabary to coincide with the Rocky 

Boy Cree dialect; my research has yet 

to discover a Cree syllabary that is 

precisely the same as the Rocky Boy 

Cree syllabary. Based on the “Key to 

the Cree Syllabic Characters” chart 

shown in Figure 2, the Rocky Boy Cree 

dialect documents 46 syllabic 

characters with seventeen phonetic 

sounds; Appendix A has a full-page 

copy of the syllabary. In the Rocky 

Boy Cree syllabary, there are five 

columns, and each column has nine 

rows. There is a total of nine characters 

that make up the first four columns, and there are ten separate endings that make up the fifth, 

rightmost column (Denny, Walter, & Scott, 1979). Each syllabic character represents either a 

single segment or a syllable (Daniels & Bright, 1996: 599). The Rocky Boy Cree alphabet also 

classifies as a “Western Algonquin syllabary” (Daniels, & Bright, 1996); the term “alphabet” is 

used interchangeably with “syllabary.” Table 1 is a comprehensive list of each of the 46 syllabic 

characters with an example word from the Rocky Boy Cree (RBC) dialect taken from Brenda St. 

Figure 2. Rocky Boy Cree Syllabary  
(photograph and color edits added by author) 
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Pierre’s work with a computer software program titled “Cree Language Lessons” (2003); the 

example terms listed for the endings “wa, w, p, t, k, ch, m, n, s, and y” are of my selection. 

Table 1 The 46 Rocky Boy Cree (RBC) Syllabic Characters with Word Examples 
Syllabic Character RBC word  English gloss  Description   

1 ah   ah-misk  ‘beaver’  as in English ‘autumn’ 

2 e   e-ni-pah-t  ‘he/she is sleeping’ as in English ‘bay’ 

3 i   is-kwew  ‘woman’  as in English ‘hiss’ 

4 o   o-si   ‘canoe’  as in English ‘open’ 

5 wa   wah-po-s  ‘rabbit’  as in English ‘water’ 

6 w   ki-si-kah-w  ‘day’   as in English ‘ow’ 

q pah   pah-wah-tahm  ‘dreaming’  as in English ‘grandpa’ 

w pe   pe-yahk  ‘one’   as in English ‘pay’ 

e pi   pi-ye-sis  ‘bird’   as in English ‘people’ 

r po   po-sis   ‘cat’   as in English ‘harpoon’ 

t p   si-si-p   ‘duck’   as in English ‘penny’ 

a tah   tah-kis-kahm  ‘he/she is kicking it’ as in English ‘cheetah’ 

s te    te-pwe   ‘yell/shout’  as in English ‘tape’ 

d ti   ti-ki-tew  ‘it is melting’  as in English ‘tick’ 

f to   to-to-sah-pooy  ‘milk’   as in English ‘too’ 

g t   e-ni-pah-t  ‘he/she is sleeping’ as in English ‘bit’ 

z kah   kah-wi-si-mo  ‘go to bed’  as in English ‘macaw’ 

x  ke   ke-kek   ‘hawk’   as in English ‘cape’ 
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c ki   ki-iw   ‘eagle’   as in English ‘keep’ 

v ko   ko-kos   ‘pig’   as in English ‘coo’ 

b k   ah-misk  ‘beaver’  as in English ‘kite’ 

7 chah  cha-cha-mo-w  ‘he/she is sneezing’ as in English ‘chop’ 

8 che   che-s-k-w-ah  ‘wait/hold on’  as in English ‘chafe’ 

9 chi   chi-chi-ki-w  ‘scratching’  as in English ‘cheap’ 

0 cho   cho-mi-ni-kahn-s ‘ointment’  as in English ‘choke’ 

- ch   ah-no-ch  ‘today/present’ as in English ‘check’ 

y mah  mah-si-nah-i-kah-n ‘book’   as in English ‘maw’ 

u me   me-tah-wah-kah-n ‘toy’   as in English ‘may’ 

i mi   misit   ‘foot’   as in English ‘missed’ 

o mo               mos-swah  ‘moose’  as in English ‘mow’ 

p m    ah-tim   ‘dog’   as in English ‘mix’ 

h nah  nah-wah-y  ‘behind’  as in English ‘gnaw’ 

j ne   ne-i-yah-sis  ‘little Cree boy’ as in English ‘nape’ 

k ni   ni-chi-ne-i-yah-w ‘my fellow Cree’ as in English ‘knee’ 

l no   no-to-kwe-w  ‘old/elderly woman’ as in English ‘new’ 

; n   me-tah-wah-kah-n ‘toy’   as in English ‘nick’ 

n sah   sah-po-ni-kah-n ‘needle’  as in English ‘saw’ 

m se   se-ke-pi-mi-pah-yi-s ‘automobile’  as in English ‘say’ 
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, si   si-si-pah-k  ‘ducks’  as in English ‘see’ 

. so   so-ni-yah-s  ‘money’  as in English ‘soon’ 

/ s   ko-kos   ‘pig’   as in English ‘miss’ 

! yah   yah-kahs-ti-mon ‘wind flap/tipi flap’ as in English ‘yawn’ 

@ ye   ye-kahw  ‘sand’   as in English ‘yay’ 

# yi   yi-yi-ki-chi-chah-nah ‘fingers’  as in English ‘yeast’ 

$ yo   yo-te-nah  ‘open’   as in English ‘you’ 

% y   nah-wah-y  ‘behind’  as in English ‘yes’ 

(St. Pierre, 2003) 

Observing the Rocky Boy Cree syllabary from a phonetician standpoint, the syllabary 

contains a total of seventeen (17) phonetic sounds. Yes, there are 46 syllabic characters, but 

looking at Figure 3, we can observe there are 32 syllables that combine consonants and vowels. 

Also, the Rocky Boy Cree dialect uses “long” and “short” vowels. This does not refer to the 

literal duration of the vowel, but for example a long vowel means using [i] as in “beat” instead of 

[ɪ] as in “bit” or [e] as in “bait” instead of [ɛ] as in “bet.” Take special note of these long and 

short vowel examples used at the top of the syllabary chart (Figure 2) where it states “E: 

SOUNDS AS IN GET OR ATE,” “I: SOUNDS AS IN EAT OR INDIAN,” and “O: SOUNDS 

AS IN OPEN OR MOON.” In the Rocky Boy Cree dialect, there is no particular way to mark 

long and short vowels in syllabic form as well as in SRO form (Ogg, 2017). Not marking the 

vowels can be confusing for L2 learners, but there currently is no way to make this written 

distinction in the Rocky Boy Cree dialect. 
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Figure 3. The Rocky Boy Cree syllabary identifying vowels, consonants, and syllables. 

Using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), there are nine consonants found in the Rocky 

Boy Cree syllabary in the column “Endings.” The consonants are [p], [t], [k], [m], [n], [s], [j], 

[t͡ ʃ], and [w]. The vowels are depicted in the syllabary’s top row, and the eight vowels are [i], [ɪ], 

[e], [ɛ], [u], [o], [ɑ], and a single diphthong [oʊ]. This equals the seventeen phonetic sounds of 

the syllabary. Below is the complete list of sounds and their IPA description:  

1. [p] Voiceless Bilabial Plosive 
2. [t] Voiceless Alveolar Plosive 
3. [k] Voiceless Velar Plosive 
4. [m] Voiced Bi-labial Nasal 
5. [n] Voiced Alveolar Nasal 
6. [s] Voiceless Alveolar Fricative 
7. [j] Voiced Palatal Approximant 
8. [t͡ ʃ] Voiceless Palato-alveolar Affricate 
9. [w] Voiced Labial-velar Approximant 
10. [i] Close Front Unrounded Vowel 
11. [ɪ] Near-close Front Unrounded Vowel 
12. [e] Close-mid Front Unrounded Vowel 
13. [ɛ] Open-mid Front Unrounded Vowel 
14. [u] Close Back Rounded Vowel 
15. [o] Close-mid Back Rounded Vowel 
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16. [ɑ] Open Back Unrounded Vowel 
17. [oʊ] Diphthong 

A full-page IPA sound charting of the Rocky Boy Cree dialect is in Appendix B. There is a 

possibility the IPA sound illustration for the Rocky Boy Cree dialect may change because this 

research has not undergone actual use in classroom materials or other learning environments. 

Like the long and short vowels, there are other pronunciation “rules” that are unmarked 

in the Cree language’s writing system. For example, there are allophones in the Rocky Boy Cree 

dialect. Allophones essentially have audible sounds that vary slightly from the literal spelling but 

not enough to change the meaning of the word. However, there is certainly the “right” way of 

pronouncing the term that is acceptable to the community. Below are examples of some 

allophones found in the Rocky Boy Cree dialect (Parker, Sunchild, & Parker): 

The allophones [t͡ʃ], [t͡s], [k], [g], [t], and [d] are bolded for emphasis purposes only. The 

IPA transcriptions are in “[ ]” square brackets, and the Cree translations are in the “< >” 

angle brackets. 

[t͡ʃeskwɑ] <che-s-k-w-ah> “Wait/hold on” 

[ut͡sɪnɪjɑ] <o-chi-ni-yah> “…I’m from” 

[t͡ ʃ]  

[t͡ ʃ] [t͡ s] 

[kukɑm] <ko-ko-m> “Your grandmother” 

[gɪtɑtɑmijɪn] <kitahtahmiyin> “Thank you” 

[k]  

[k] [g] 
[ɑstɑm] <ah-s-tah-m> “Come” 

[dɑnsɪ] <tahn-si> “Hello” 
[t]  

[t] [d] 
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Taking a closer look at the single diphthong [oʊ], “wa” can be pronounced as both [u] as in 

“moon” and [oʊ] as in “ow” (Parker, Sunchild, & Parker), and thus, this syllabic’s allophonic 

“sound” is indeed two separate phonemes (top-right of syllabary, the “6” syllabic character). At 

this time, there are no grammatical rules for this diphthong’s use, and this may prove to be 

confusing in the future for L2 speakers of the Rocky Boy Cree dialect. Regardless, both 

phonemes are acceptable to use, and in Cree classes, the [u] phoneme is typically the preferred 

way to pronounce the “6” syllabic character. A reason for these separate pronunciations could be 

the cross-influence of Plains Cree dialects, but it is still undetermined at this point.  

 In her book, Cree: Language of the Plains (nēhiyawēwin: paskwāwi-pīkiskwēwin), Jean 

Okimāsis describes the Plains Cree dialect as having seventeen total sounds, and she documents 

ten consonants, three short vowels, and four long vowels (2004, p. 2-3). There is no mention of 

having a diphthong as part of the sound system like there is in the Rocky Boy Cree dialect. 

Furthermore, Okimāsis’s work focuses on what she classifies as the “Southern Plains dialect” 

(2004, p. 1), and there are no reference examples in Cree syllabics. Okimāsis also co-authored 

another publication titled How to Spell it in Cree (The Standard Roman Orthography) with Arok 

Wolvengrey, and their work explains the following about the Plains Cree dialect phonemic 

sounds of consonants and vowels: 

Consonants: c, h, k, m, n, p, s, t, w, y 

• The consonants h, m, n, s, w, and y are all pronounced virtually the same as 

their English counterparts. The consonants c, k, p, and t are not pronounced 

exactly like their English counterparts. 

Vowels - a, i, o [short], ā, ē, ī, ō [long] (2008, p. 6-7) 
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There is a single distinction that differentiates the Rocky Boy Cree sound system from 

Okimāsis’s description of the Plains Cree sound system. The Rocky Boy Cree dialect does not 

classify [h] as a consonant, thus dropping the number of consonants to nine as noted previously. 

As a reminder, the Rocky Boy Cree dialect also does not mark long or short vowels in both SRO 

and syllabic writing. 

Dr. Amy Dahlstrom also documents in her doctoral dissertation, titled Plains Cree 

Morphosyntax, the Plains Cree dialect uses a total of seventeen phonemic sounds (1986). She 

states that the dialect has a simple phonemic inventory, and she documents the following ten 

consonants and seven vowels: 

 Consonants: p, t, c, k, s, h, m, n, w, y 

 Vowels: i, i•, e, o, o•, a, a• [the “•” diacritic is used to mark long vowels] (1986, p. 4) 

Like Okimāsis’s work, Dahlstrom does not include any Plains Cree syllabaries or syllabic 

spelling in her work. Lastly, Dahlstrom does not state if she is working with a community-

specific dialect, but she derives her documentation from her fieldwork done in 1985 in 

Saskatoon, Canada as well as fieldwork with Cree speakers residing in California in the years 

1984 and 1985 (1986, p. 4). 

 The discordance in the documentation of the Plains Cree phonemic sound description is 

to be expected. This discordance in Plains Cree phonemic sound description then means 

dissimilar syllabaries. Figure 4 depicts snapshots of two Plains Cree dialect syllabaries from 

communities in Canada; these syllabaries have accompanying button-activated audio available 

online (Miyo Wahkohtowin Community Education Authority). The “Maskwacis Plains Cree 

Syllabics Table” shares many similarities to the Rocky Boy Cree syllabary, but there is a slight 
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difference in the syllabic characters used for the “sah, se, si, so, s,” phonemes (second row from 

the bottom in the Maskwacis Plains Cree Syllabics Table). Also, the SRO versions of “a, pa, ta, 

ka, cha, ma, na, sa, ya,” do not contain an “h” ending in their spelling like in the Rocky Boy Cree 

syllabary. As for the Saskatchewan Plains Cree Syllabics Table (Figure 4), it can be noted that 

there is the top diacritic marker “•” to differentiate long from short vowels. Plus, there are 

markers for “l” and “r” (listed on the bottom-right of the last row in the syllabary) which are not 

at all present in the Rocky Boy Cree dialect in both written and spoken form. The Saskatchewan 

Plains Cree syllabary is thus more detailed than the Rocky Boy Cree syllabary.  

 Lastly, the Rocky Boy Cree dialect is unique in the way Cree terms and phrases exist in 

SRO forms. The Rocky Boy Cree dialect uses dash marks “-” to separate the phonetic syllables. 

For example, the Cree SRO spelling for buffalo is “pah-s-kwah-w-mo-s-to-s,” and this is 

precisely how it spelled with the dash marks. However, SRO spellings can vary, because there is 

Figure 4. Maskwacis Plains Cree Syllabics Table with SRO Equivalent (left) & Saskatchewan Plains 
Cree Syllabics Table: ᒐᐦᑭᐯᐦᐃᑲᓇ/cahkipēhikana (right) (Miyo Wahkohtowin Community Education) 
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essentially no standardized way to write Cree in SRO. The Cree syllabic spelling for “buffalo” is 

written as “q/z56o/f/,” and we can note that there are no dash marks. There is no 

explanation for this way of writing, but it helps L2 learners find and translate English phonetics 

into Cree syllabics. 
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2.2 Cultural Origins and Historical Records of the Cree Syllabary 

There are two separate histories of the origins of the Cree syllabary. One history is the 

Chippewa Cree cultural history, and the other is a European missionary history. We will also 

explore the cultural meaning and the Rocky Boy Cree name for the Cree syllabary. There will be 

no debate on who deserves sole credit for the creation of the Cree syllabary, but instead, we will 

investigate the forces that influenced the Cree syllabary. Some archival materials from the early 

1900s will also be presented to indicate further the diversity found in Cree syllabaries. 

In the book Stories from Tribal History, the late Art Raining Bird, a Chippewa Cree 

elder, narrates the oral history of the “Four Bodies Writing,” j3!6 y,h3z;, Ne-i-yahw 

Mah-si-nah-i-kahn (1976, p. xi). j3!6 y,h3z; is the actual name for the Cree 

syllabary, and the Cree people are the “Four Bodies/Four-Bodied People,” Neiyawahk, j3!6. 

Raining Bird tells of a Cree man by the name of Hunting Berry Tree who lived long before the 

whiteman (as it is spelled in the book) came to the land of the Cree (Raining Bird, 1976, p. 1). 

Hunting Berry Tree sets out to make peace with the Creator, and he went to the mountains and 

began to fast. A man in pure white came to Hunting Berry Tree, and he told Hunting Berry Tree 

that he would receive a blessing (p.1). This man in white was believed to be a spirit from the 

Creator (p. 1). Hunting Berry Tree then learned the j3!6 y,h3z; and the songs that 

accompanied the writing. Most importantly, Raining Bird mentions the false accreditation the 

whiteman have received for creating the Cree syllabary by explaining: 

After the 15e/c 35!6 [whiteman] arrived with his missionaries and priests many 

Indians were converted to that religion–the Christian Religion. The 15e/c 35!6 
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claim they made the j3!6 y,h3z; [Four Bodies Writing], But they did not use 

the songs the j3!6 uses (p. 1). 

How did the European missionaries and priests get access to the Cree syllabics? In his book, The 

Montana Cree: A Study in Religious Persistence, author Verne Dusenberry (1988) recounts a 

personal interview with Art Raining Bird; the late Art Raining Bird remains an influential 

Chippewa Cree elder with extensive knowledge on the Cree language, oral traditions, and way of 

life, so there are multiple written works with Raining Bird sharing his knowledge. In the 

interview, Raining Bird told Dusenberry about the creation of a “Cree Bible.” He spoke of a half 

breed, who was able to read the Cree script, taking the Cree Bible and giving it to the European 

missionaries (Dusenberry, 1998, p. 268-269). Thus, the missionaries were able to learn the script 

of the Cree according to Raining Bird. Dusenberry also comments that the design motifs of the 

Cree syllabics are something an Englishman would not have been able to conjure, and he also 

explains that it is not unfathomable to believe that the Cree developed their style of writing based 

on the white man’s knowledge and access to word printing (p. 271). 

 The official Chippewa Cree Tribe’s seal depicts the 

Four Bodies Writing (Figure 5). The book in the center 

represents the tribe’s deep respect and recognition of 

the Cree syllabics and the power of writing. The late 

Walter A. Denny, a Chippewa Cree elder and 

storyteller, explained in his book Stories from the Old 

Ones, that each symbol in the Cree syllabary rotates 

because they are representing the four sacred 

directions (p. 79). There is no academic source out 
Figure 5. Chippewa Cree tribal seal 

(Stamper, Windy Boy, & Morsette, 2008) 
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there that could testify to the sacredness and power embedded in the Cree syllabics, and it is 

almost a diabolical and an unsettling notion to even attempt to measure this aspect as a Chippewa 

Cree scholar. “The Cree believe that their alphabet should not be used to write bad things,” 

Denny explained, and he also mentioned that the Cree alphabet is a living thing to the Cree 

people of Rocky Boy and Canada (p. 79).  

Furthermore, Raining Bird shared additional details with Dusenberry about the creation 

and influence of the written Cree language. Dusenberry (1998) writes: 

According to the Montana Cree, the spirits came to one good man and gave him some 

songs. When he had mastered them, they taught him how to make a type of ink and then 

showed him how to write on white birch bark. He was told that he must not put down any 

bad words, for there was great power in his writing. Hence he must exercise every care in 

the subject matter that he wrote. (p. 267) 

Raining Bird mentions the concept of “bad words,” and that one must use caution and care when 

writing in Cree syllabics. Both elders, Raining Bird and Denny, mean that “bad words” have 

consequences and can cause malevolent harm. I have been cautioned throughout my life by 

Chippewa Cree elders to not inconsistently and incoherently write with Cree syllabics. There is 

an oral tradition about a young man from my community who incorrectly spelled (beaded) Cree 

syllabics on a beadwork piece because he did not wait for an elder to translate for him. Not long 

after, the young man died, and it was due to his irresponsible use of Cree syllabics. What he 

beaded (spelled) had related to the concept of death. Nowadays, it is even seen as taboo amongst 

the Chippewa Cree Tribe to sell any form of the alphabet, whether it is in the form of Cree books 

or games. The j3!6 y,h3z; was gifted to Cree people, so we have no right to make 

money from a gift. Knowing these oral traditions, I happily revamped the Cree alphabet chart 
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(Figure 2) entirely for free in the spring of 2016, and I willingly distributed the syllabary to all 

who asked for a copy.  

 The Cree language did not exist as an extensively written or printed form prior to 

European contact, and perhaps it was for the safety of humankind. Still, European accounts 

credit the Wesleyan missionary by the name of James Evans – Wesleyan being Methodist and 

thus of a Protestant denomination – as the one who invented the Cree syllabic alphabet in the 

year 1840 (Daniels, & Bright, 1996, p. 599). Born in Kingston-upon-Hull, England on January 

18, 1801, Evans relocated to Canada as a young man, and he spent a majority of his life 

missionizing people of the Ojibwe and Cree tribes (Evans, & Landon, 1930, p. 2). Evans 

primarily worked as a school teacher, and this aided him in learning the Ojibwe and Cree 

languages (Evans, & Landon, 1930, p. 2). Before moving to the Norway House in Manitoba, 

Canada, where he developed the Cree alphabet, Evans first developed the Ojibwe alphabet 

(Daniels, & Bright, 1996, p. 599). Having learned Ojibwe beforehand likely assisted Evans’ 

efforts in developing a written Cree alphabet, because the Cree language, both written and 

spoken, is quite similar to the Ojibwe language (Dusenberry, 1998, p. 218). Dusenberry states, 

“Perhaps no one will ever know the complete story of the invention of the language. Evans’ 

sources are now obscure” (p. 271). Evans did not leave behind a manuscript, fieldnotes, or 

diaries showcasing his work and processes with both the Ojibwe and Cree languages, and any 

other documents that depict his handwriting are either extremely rare or nonexistent. This search 

for Evans’ manuscripts might be an expansive call to libraries, museums, tribal historic 

preservation offices, and church archives in both the United States and Canada. In regards to 

archived materials, there are handwritten letters that still require translation like seen in Figure 6. 

Earlier Cree syllabic letters, diaries, journals, and other historical documents may provide 
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valuable linguistic evidence of the first widespread practices and evolvement of Cree syllabic 

writing. 

The main goal 

for missionaries in 

developing a written 

alphabet was to 

transcribe the Bible, 

holy sacraments, 

biblical hymns, and 

various other religious 

texts. Evans certainly 

was not the first 

missionary to contribute 

to the development of 

the written Cree 

language or any Indigenous language. Some excellent archived documentation on the Rocky Boy 

Cree dialect comes from Frank B. Linderman Memorial Collection from the Mansfield Library at 

the University of Montana - Missoula; Linderman was a dear friend to Chief Rocky Boy and 

Chief Little Bear, and Linderman assisted the two chiefs in attaining the Rocky Boy Reservation 

(Stamper, Windy Boy, & Morsette, 2008). From one of Linderman’s archived letters shown in 

Figure 7 (left image), there is a specific quote that reads “Cree alphabet as taught to them by the 

‘Black Robes’ (priests)” (Linderman, Handwritten Note of the Alphabet of the Crees). The term 

“Black Robes” is indeed a reference to the Jesuits (Jessett, 1968). Another archived letter from 

Figure 6. A handwritten letter from 1912 using Cree syllabics 
(Linderman) 
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Linderman’s documents shows another handwritten Cree alphabet (Figure 7, right image) which 

varies slightly from the syllabary with the “Black Robes” mention. This variation further proves 

the diverse nature of Cree syllabaries. Nevertheless, the Jesuits cannot claim to be the creators of 

the Cree syllabary language. Other missionaries from different denominations also used similar 

syllabic characters to create other tribes’ written languages. For example, the Inuit, and various 

other Athabaskan languages share similar alphabetic symbols that the Cree alphabet depicts 

(Daniels, & Bright, 1996, p. 599). Thus, syllabic characters live through multiple Indigenous 

languages interwoven with cultural identity, oral traditions, and Indigenous design. 

      

Figure 7. Handwritten letters from the early 1900s depicting the Cree syllabary (Linderman) 
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3. Language Revitalization Project: Cree Tracing Sheets Project 

Curriculum design and development play a crucial role in Indigenous language 

revitalization and literacy. This stance served as the driving force behind “Creating Curriculum: 

Children Literacy in Cree Syllabics (Plains Cree Dialect),” my academic project and poster 

presentation for the Symposium of American Indian Language (SAIL); the conference took place 

on April 12-13, 2019 at the University of Arizona, Tucson. At the culmination of the project, I 

created 28 Cree tracing sheets using both Cree syllabics and phonetics (SRO spelling); the 

tracing sheets are in Appendix C. Distribution of the materials is a huge component of this type 

of language revitalization work, and so I freely sent the materials to all who asked for them. The 

offer was extended to non-tribal members as well. There are currently some unfinished tasks like 

giving both hard copies and digital copies (the files) to all libraries and language instructors at 

the Rocky Boy Schools, Box Elder Schools, and Stone Child College. It is also my honest 

intention to give the original Adobe Illustrator (design software) file to Rocky Boy language 

instructors, activists, and my fellow graphic designers to edit and create new Cree curriculum of 

their own.  

The idea for this project originated from unfinished curriculum worksheets that the Stone 

Child College’s Administration for Native Americans (ANA): Cree Language Grant initiated 

approximately eight years ago. These documents remained on a shelf and undistributed to 

anyone. With the permission of one of the curriculum developers and language specialists from 

the ANA project, Kim Big Knife (personal communication, March 1-31, 2019), I took the 

initiative to complete the worksheets while adding additional templates. Figure 8 shows 

examples of the unedited pages from the ANA’s unfinished workbook. 
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Figure 8. Unedited pages from an unfinished Cree language workbook 

Additional changes and worksheets were added to the project as well. I created a tracing sheet 

directly from the Cree syllabic chart as depicted in Figure 9 (below) with the Chippewa Cree 

syllabary pictured to the right. 

      

Figure 9. A Cree tracing sheet (left) made in the Rocky Boy Cree syllabary format (right) 
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Moreover, I kept an older audience in mind while creating some additional Cree tracing sheets. 

Comparing the two tracing sheets in Figure 10, the one on the right has larger font size and less 

syllabic characters which is better suited for a young child practicing hand-eye coordination and 

Cree syllabic spelling for the first time. The tracing sheet on the left has smaller syllabic 

characters with increased repetition for more advanced writers. 

   

Figure 10. Cree tracing worksheets created with varying repetition of syllabics and size 

I used the design software Adobe Illustrator for the actual creation of the Cree tracing 

sheets. The paper dimensions measured the standard 8.5x11 paper size, and the Cree (syllabic) 

font was previously created by one of my fellow community members, Russell “Rusty” Gopher 

(personal communication, July 25, 2019). Thankfully, this meant the creation of a new syllabic 

font was not required because I do not have expertise in font creation. However, to achieve the 

“dotted-line” effect for the tracing activity, each Cree syllabic character had to be individually 

traced in order to achieve the effect. As for the English font, I purchased the commercial license 

for font titled “KG Primary” from the website myfonts.com (Geswein, 2013). Anyone can use 
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the KG Primary font for free, but only on a “personal use license,” meaning someone would not 

be able to publish and profit from anything made with the font. Other than the software and font, 

there are no other digital tools or tips needed to generate Indigenous language tracing sheets. 

Upon reflection, this type of work has immediate benefits for the Rocky Boy community. 

First, to use these tracing sheets, there is no advanced technology required. Second, the activity 

of tracing dotted-lines on paper is already an established teaching method in English literacy, 

especially among early grade levels. The Rocky Boy community will only stand to see increased 

penmanship with the upcoming generations. I can attest to the awkward, deliberate way I 

handwrite Cree syllabics because of my unpracticed syllabic penmanship. Last, the entire project 

can easily be replicated for other Indigenous languages, syllabic characters or not. This language 

revitalization project set the foundation for the next step in this two-part project: creating a pre-K 

level workbook using Cree language material. 
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4. Language Revitalization Project: My Cree Activity Book 

  

Figure 11. Front and back cover designs for My Cree Activity Book 

The final language revitalization project for my thesis involved designing and producing 

a pre-K level workbook using the Cree language. The primary goal of the workbook was to 

introduce Cree syllabic writing to early ages learners (but not exclusively for early age learners), 

and like the tracing sheets, the pre-K workbook shall always remain free to all Rocky Boy 

community members who request the materials. Projects like this workbook assist with 

delivering creative language-based materials to Rocky Boy tribal members within and outside of 

the reservation’s lands. The completed workbook numbers at 49 pages, and the entire book is in 

Appendix D; the page count does not include the front and back covers, title credit pages with 

copyright information and acknowledgments, or the glossary. The four subject areas covered 

include Cree syllabic and phonetic tracing, 123s, colors, and weather terms. 
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Figure 12. Sample Cree workbook pages covering the numbers 1-5 

The first step involved an assessment of English alphabet letter tracing and activity books 

readily available for purchase (Scholastic, 2016; Scholastic, 2015; Priddy, 2008). After 

examining the content of these books, a similar page layout was used to create a pre-K Cree 

workbook emulating the same design standards and content. Some design elements analyzed 

from the English workbooks were the colors used (legibility of fonts on color backgrounds), 

graphic and text placement, and the wording for the directions. Listed as a step-by-step format, 

the project went as follows: 1) Gather and research ideas from English pre-K workbooks 2) 

Thumbnail sketch and draft page layouts and content 3) Gather digital materials (like 

photographs) and Cree language content 4) Illustrate required graphics and input text 5) 

Assemble each page in Adobe Illustrator 6) Export document to be printed or published online. 

This list, of course, is overly simplified, but the project took me approximately a week to create.  
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Upcoming plans for the Cree workbook include printing the book in a wipe-away format 

allowing for the erasability of markers, and simply laminating each printed page can achieve this. 

Also, it would be ideal to have the project published in a digital format for the use on either 

phones or tablets. A digital workbook will allow the use of audio, interaction (like clicking on 

buttons), and animation. Additional lessons for future workbook content will include lessons on 

Rocky Boy landscape (landmarks), animal oral traditions, Rocky Boy flowers and plants, herb 

and food harvesting, emotions, family relations, seasons, regalia, positive affirmations (words of 

empowerment), and various other culturally relevant lessons. Eventual community input and 

feedback will prove beneficial as it will indicate content requested directly by the tribal 

members. A possible collaboration with the Rocky Boy Public Schools and Box Elder Public 

Schools will also serve to strengthen the content of future Cree workbook lessons.  

  

Figure 13. Sample Cree workbook pages covering color and weather terms 
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5. Discussion: Indigenous Graphic Design 

Graphic design is a broad term used to describe a profession where an individual 

produces graphics with messages, and the graphics can be hand-created, digital, or a combination 

of the two. We will take a look at the graphic design field through an Indigenous “lens,” because 

it is crucial for Indigenous graphic designers to take the creative lead in language revitalization. 

However, Indigenous language projects do not always have the means to bring in graphic 

designers due to Indigenous graphic designers being low in number and small budgets. With my 

years of design experience, I will share cautionary advice on navigating online distribution of 

language materials (like on social media) as well as online options for learning graphic design on 

your own time. 

Graphic design has a set purpose of creatively and visually communicating a message, 

and in the process, graphic design teaches and guides the viewers. Therefore, “Indigenous 

graphic design” is Indigenous created and controlled graphics meant to express more than just 

thoughts. In essence, the field is more than art for the sake of art. Graphic design is often 

associated with the use of computers and print shops, but this is not entirely the case. Indigenous 

graphic design can take many forms like beadwork, pottery, textile work, quillwork, carving, 

regalia, tattooing, basket weaving, petroglyphs, sand painting, tipi painting, ledger art, 

syllabaries, and many other forms. Thus, “Indigenous graphic designers” have been around for as 

long as each Indigenous nation’s way of life has been around. Today, Indigenous graphic 

designers have access to digital technology and tools, so we are able to expand our graphic 

design styles beyond physical forms to areas like e-books (including graphic novels), 

videogames, websites, animation, phone and computer applications (apps), virtual reality, 

augmented reality, and to other digital media forms and spaces. 
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Some Indigenous artists have to earn certain rights to create specific art forms or designs, 

because there are Indigenous graphics that contain messages meant only for the use in 

ceremonial settings. For example, tipi painting is a highly sacred process to the Chippewa Cree 

people, and there are ceremonial protocols to be fulfilled during the entire process of tipi 

painting. This is the very reason the Rocky Boy Cree syllabary is incredibly meaningful to my 

journey as a Chippewa Cree scholar and graphic designer, because the syllabary is a visual 

expression of sacred knowledge. The syllabics are more than just a communication system. The 

Chippewa Cree Tribe respects and takes care of the Cree syllabics, and in turn, the syllabics 

provide a holy way to express and uphold Indigenous identity and design. Using computer 

technology and graphics, we are now able to bring new life to Cree language learning materials. 

Indigenous graphic designers today are now armed with digital tools and technology to 

take language revitalization to the next level. However, some dangers come with the 

technological and digital world. The vastness of the digital world makes it challenging to protect 

language materials against theft and misuse. It is impossible to monitor the entire online domain, 

and digital materials are stolen every day with or without being copyrighted. Online theft is 

regularly done to gain profit. For example, language materials or Indigenous designs may be 

stolen and sold for profit. Also, online theft occurs for publicity purposes like using the fame (the 

fanbase) of an artist or attractiveness of a design to draw attention to an event or website. 

When I do showcase both Cree language work and my designs online, I often 

“watermark” my work. Watermarking refers to the process of visually placing transparent text 

(mark) or a copyright sign over the original material. This effect is achieved by turning down the 

“opacity” of text or a logo in design software like Adobe Illustrator. In Figure 14, I only used the 

phrase “Cree Tracing Sheets” in red, and this in turn prevents anyone from printing and using 
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legible Cree tracing materials without my permission. Below is a section from my original 

Facebook post explaining the watermark, and I shared the post as “Public,” meaning anyone can 

view and share (redistribute) the post’s content: 

As part of my master’s thesis, I’m creating Cree language curriculum such as these Cree 

tracing worksheets. There are 28 Cree tracing sheets in total, and they are free use for all. 

That means free for use in schools, home, and any other workshops and language 

activities. They are simply a gift. I do have high-resolution (8.5x11) copies available, so 

if you want copies, just comment an e-mail address below, and I will send you copies. If 

you don’t feel comfortable sharing an e-mail address in the comments, you can also e-

mail me at hello@kaybigknifedesign.com or kbigknife@email.arizona.edu and I will 

send you the tracing sheets as soon as I can. Please help me spread the word, and share 

this post. Note: This image is watermarked just as a precaution. The files I send to you 

will NOT be watermarked in red "Cree Tracing Sheets." (Big Knife, 2019, April 11) 

Some are confused by the 

watermark, so it is best to 

explain that the mark is 

temporary and will be taken 

off. Still, even with a 

watermark, any design or 

materials can be copied or 

traced without permission. 

This social media distribution 

method allows materials to be Figure 14. Watermarked announcement of Cree tracing sheets 
project shared on Facebook (Big Knife, 2019, April 11) 
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disseminated easily and quickly to a large-scale audience, and I can monitor the recipients of the 

materials a little more closely. Social media is an exceptional tool for sharing and showcasing 

Indigenous language materials, and sometimes, online sources are the only way community 

members have access to language materials. Be cautious, not fearful, of sharing language 

materials because together we inspire and grow as language revitalizers, activists, linguists, and 

artists. There is also the option to create a “closed group” on Facebook if social media is a 

sharing platform of interest, and this will allow close control of who joins the private group 

community. Social media monitoring certainly takes time, so take care not to allow the process 

to consume too much time and effort. 

 Graphic design has a lot to do with Indigenous language revitalization. From creating 

workbooks, storybooks, animations, videogames, apparel designs, posters for cultural and 

language events, and other language-related materials, graphic design serves as a foundation for 

creative output and outreach. Graphic design, in general, transcends many fields, but it is 

common for most academic or grant-funded projects to not highly regard graphic designers as a 

necessary part of the team. The following quote is from a position paper titled Valuing 

technology: Finding the linguist’s place in a new technological universe, and it explains: 

A purely academic project would probably favor an electronic archiving specialist over, 

for example, a graphic designer. This reflects the simple fact that from a pure data 

preservation perspective, an “ugly” resource is better than no resource, but from a 

language maintenance and revitalization perspective, an ugly resource may have little 

value at all. Since money available for documentation project is generally quite limited, 

the ideal solution to this problem of hiring both a graphic designer and an archivist is, of 

course, unlikely to be available. (Good, p. 130) 
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First, Indigenous graphic designers have a place in linguistics beyond the role of making 

materials. Graphic designers are highly skilled interpreters of data who organize and shape 

information into functional formats even without the use of graphics. Second, “ugly” is a term 

we, as Indigenous language activists and linguists, can ill afford. The term implies a level of 

perfection or near perfection, and this goes against many Indigenous teachings; nothing in life is 

perfect, and this certainly applies to graphic design. A colleague of mine, who is an Indigenous 

photographer and filmmaker from the Pueblo of Laguna, once asked a crowd at a public 

screening of one of her films, “What makes a video go viral?” (Amanda Cheromiah, personal 

communication, May 5, 2019). Although high-quality video is a nice touch, she proclaimed that 

it was the content that makes a video reach a large audience (personal communication, May 5, 

2019). So, let us allow the content to lead the graphic design process, and we will get the 

language materials we need and make the impact we need. 

Digital design professionals should be present at the very beginning of any language 

project. Echoing my earlier remarks, digital design professionals have means of organizing 

information in a way that merges both data and creative output for better intelligibility. The 

sooner these professionals are brought on, the sooner they can steer the creative direction for the 

benefit of all. Arguably, most digital media professionals are brought into projects at the end of 

data collection, and their task is set to “pretty things up.” This outlook is not only expressed by 

my own frustrations, but I often hear similar insights echoed from my fellow digital media 

professionals. This subject deserves further input and review by more professionals working in 

the field of linguistics, but may there come a time when creative minds are just as valued as their 

academic colleagues, not counterparts. 
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It is easy to assert that the field of linguistics and language revitalization need more 

graphic designers, but making designers is another feat entirely. My own teaching experience has 

indicated that graphic design is met with a great deal of enthusiasm when my students 

understand design software in order to create artwork, language materials, and digital stories. 

Indigenous graphic design deserves to be created and dispersed by Indigenous minds and hands 

because it puts the power back into the communities. So, how and where do you get started in the 

field of graphic design? Is there a way to quickly acquire a broad design skillset to then use in 

linguistic work? Where do you learn these skills? My design skillset took me over six years to 

learn with college classes in graphic design and studio art, and it also took three additional years 

in the workforce to hone my skills to the level they are at today. Unfortunately, there is no paper 

out there that can teach everything there is to know about graphic design, even a lengthy thesis. 

My advice to all interested in creating digital graphics for language revitalization purposes is to 

use what you already have. Indigenous communities already have artists. Hand-drawn art and 

photographs from community members are practical and meaningful to use for language learning 

materials, and they add a significant and personal touch to projects that stock photography and 

clipart cannot achieve. 

 For those who are passionate and want to learn more, there are many instructional 

graphic design resources available online. There are free resources as well as affordable 

resources (much more affordable then taking a college class). First, YouTube has many excellent 

free and thorough tutorials in all things graphic design. Another fantastic free resource is the 

Adobe Education Exchange website (https://edex.adobe.com/). This website has numerous 

classes designed for K-12 teachers to incorporate creative digital tools in their curriculum. 

Overall, the website is valuable to learners of all skill levels, and it is a collaborative space where 
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resources are shared to inspire and create. Some Adobe Education Exchange courses are taught 

in real-time by instructors with opportunities to earn professional development hours and digital 

badges for completion of courses (https://edex.adobe.com/). Now, for affordable alternatives for 

graphic design learning, there is the SkillShare website where anyone can access plenty of 

tutorials even outside of the field of graphic design (https://www.skillshare.com/). I have yet to 

use the SkillShare platform for learning, but artists that I respect have used the platform to share 

as well as market their artistic knowledge. Another affordable, well-reviewed online resource is 

The Complete Adobe CC Training Bundle, offered by the HuffPost Stuff website (Academy of 

Design). I have yet to try the HuffPost’s tutorial bundle, but so far, it ranks 4.5 out of 5 stars with 

over 3,500 reviews (Academy of Design). Last, college classes are also beneficial (although 

pricey with the cost of tuition), but having access to a graphic design instructor is valuable. An 

instructor’s critiques and knowledge can only serve to better one’s graphic design “eye” for 

detail, style, and execution. However, college classes are not always necessary because being a 

digital field allows graphic design classes and lessons to be easily accessible online.  
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6. Conclusion 

The Chippewa Cree Tribe of the Rocky Boy Reservation, Montana is one of the many 

Cree-speaking communities on the North American continent. Like other Cree dialects, the 

Rocky Boy Cree dialect has a writing system in the form of a syllabary. This paper was the first 

attempt to document the linguistic qualities of the Rocky Boy Cree dialect with a focus on the 

phonetic sound inventory as well as an examination of how the dialect compares to other Plains 

Cree dialects. Yes, linguistic documentation of an Indigenous language is essential, but it is also 

vital to incorporate the traditional knowledge that accompanies the Rocky Boy Cree syllabary. 

After all, the Rocky Boy Cree syllabary’s true name is “Four Bodies Writing,” j3!6 

y,h3z;, Ne-i-yahw Mah-si-nah-i-kahn (Raining Bird, xi), and this writing system is holy, 

living, and breathing. With the phonetic sound system mapped out in my mind and with the 

Rocky Boy Cree oral traditions in my heart, I proceeded to use my graphic design skillset to 

create Cree language curriculum for my community and home, Rocky Boy. 

I completed two language revitalization projects as part of this thesis. First, 28 tracing 

sheets were produced covering the Rocky Boy Cree syllabics and phonetics. Second, I created a 

workbook consisting of 49 pages of Cree curriculum, and the following topics were covered: 

syllabic tracing, phonetic tracing, 123s, colors, and weather terms. Both projects aim to 

encourage and inspire early Cree syllabic penmanship and familiarity. All of the Cree materials 

produced as part of this thesis are free to Rocky Boy tribal members as well as non-tribal 

members who may wish to learn from or replicate the projects. The tracing sheets have already 

gone through a round of digital distribution, and the workbook is set to arrive in classrooms soon 

as laminated, reusable books. More Cree lessons and future workbooks are necessary to support 

current Cree revitalization efforts in Rocky Boy. The entire process of planning, drafting, and 
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designing the two projects served to be an excellent instructor in my introduction in creating 

culturally relevant curriculum. 

 The fields of linguistics and graphic design need to overlap in order to deliver language 

revitalization and documentation projects that are both impactful and meaningful. 

Understandably, some projects, teams, and communities cannot afford to fund a digital media 

professional, but there are some graphic design tutorials and lessons available online. As with 

any other field, diligent practice will sharpen and expand anyone’s graphic design skillset. 

Indigenous syllabaries are literal representations of “Indigenous graphic design.” As 

Indigenous people, we must carry our designs forward out of respect and duty. Design is 

language. The Rocky Boy Cree syllabary is a very tangible way of connecting to my ancestors, 

and therefore, Cree language work strengthens my identity as a Chippewa Cree scholar, graphic 

designer, and linguist. In closing, I am hopeful that there will be more Indigenous graphic 

designers propelling Indigenous language revitalization in a way that we have never seen before. 

May a new wave of restorative empowerment for Indigenous communities arrive through 

linguistics, graphic design, and language revitalization in the forms of learned minds, 

emboldened hearts, and creative hands. 
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